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Aus dem Antiquariat
Sep 01 2020
Complex Photonic Media
May 09 2021 Proceedings of SPIE present the original
research papers presented at SPIE conferences and other high-quality
conferences in the broad-ranging fields of optics and photonics. These books
provide prompt access to the latest innovations in research and technology
in their respective fields. Proceedings of SPIE are among the most cited
references in patent literature.
Contributions to a catalog of the Lenox library
Jul 23 2022
Ekphrastic Image-making in Early Modern Europe, 1500–1700
Jun 17 2019 This
volume examines how and why many early modern pictures operate in an
ekphrastic mode.
Der Flug der Störche
Jul 11 2021 Jedes Jahr im Spätsommer versammeln sich
die Störche und brechen nach Süden auf. Und jedes Jahr im Frühling kehren
sie zurück in ihre alten Nester. Doch diesmal bleibt die Rückkehr der
Zugvögel aus. Ein Schweizer Ornithologe schlägt Alarm. Er erteilt Louis
Antioche den Auftrag, den Weg der Störche von Europa nach Zentralafrika zu
verfolgen. Seine Nachforschungen werden zu einer Reise ins Grauen.
Prisoners Of Santo Tomas
Aug 12 2021 There have been countless books about
the sub-human brutality of the Japanese to their prisoners-of-war, nearly
all of which have been written by Soldiers. There have been few, if any,
books which describe what it is like for a woman and her teenage daughter to
find themselves suddenly swept in the holocaust of the war in the Pacific.
For this reason the story if Isla Corfield is of exceptional interest.
Captured by the japanese when the evacuee ship from Shanghai was diverted to
the Philippines, Mrs Corfield and her daughter Gill found themselves

interned with 3,500 other men, women and children at Santo Tomas, Manila's
erstwhile University. The extraordinary way of life which evolved within the
camp becomes gradually understandable as each person's character is related
to the situation in which they find themselves: and gradually, as the
entrepreneurs get into their stride, there emerge in microcosm all the
'amenities' of life 'outside the wire'- from restaurants to brothels. In
1944 the Corfields are moved to Los Baanos, a new camp in the country, where
conditions are appalling and many die of starvation. But at last rescue
comes at the hands of the U.S 11th Airborne Division in the form of a
combined air/sea/land rescue operation of split-second efficiency, and the
2000 survivors are literally snatched from the jaws of death. This is the
first time that a detailed account of this remarkable operation has been
published. Celia Lucas has used the 36 exercise books which Isla Corfield
risked death to keep to tell this very remarkable story of a mother and
daughter who managed to preserve their sanity, their standards and their
sense of humour when the world around them suddenly went mad.
Noah and the Stork
Dec 04 2020 This Stork Was Nine Years Late! When Noah
Bryant returns home to Erskine, Montana, he's not anticipating a hero's
welcome. After all, he abandoned the town—and his high school
girlfriend—right after the prom and hasn't spoken to anyone there since. But
the last person he expects to meet is his nine-year-old daughter, Jessie…a
daughter he didn't know he had. When Noah returns, Janey realizes she never
really stopped loving him. And he seems eager to be a part of Jessie's life,
and hers. But Noah's back in Erskine for more than personal reasons; he has
a business proposition that could seriously affect the whole town. And if
there's anything Janey loves as much as her family, it's Erskine.
The Murder Hole
Nov 15 2021
Heidegger in France
Jul 19 2019 Dominique Janicaud claimed that every
French intellectual movement—from existentialism to psychoanalysis—was
influenced by Martin Heidegger. This translation of Janicaud’s landmark
work, Heidegger en France, details Heidegger’s reception in philosophy and
other humanistic and social science disciplines. Interviews with key French
thinkers such as Françoise Dastur, Jacques Derrida, Éliane Escoubas, Jean
Greisch, Philippe Lacoue-Labarthe, Jean-Luc Marion, and Jean-Luc Nancy are
included and provide further reflection on Heidegger’s relationship to
French philosophy. An intellectual undertaking of authoritative scope, this
work furnishes a thorough history of the French reception of Heidegger’s
thought.
The Storks
Aug 24 2022 "One of you will be hanged, the second imprisoned,
the third burned and the fourth turned upside down." This is how the
children mocked the family of storks that lived on the roof. This frightened
the chicks and, to reassure them, their mother spoke of the long journey
they would soon take. And, who knows, perhaps one day they would have their
revenge on the little tyrants who mocked them in their nest. Hans Christian
Andersen (1805-1875) was a Danish author, poet and artist. Celebrated for
children’s literature, his most cherished fairy tales include "The Emperor's
New Clothes", "The Little Mermaid", "The Nightingale", "The Steadfast Tin
Soldier", "The Snow Queen", "The Ugly Duckling" and "The Little Match Girl".
His books have been translated into every living language, and today there
is no child or adult that has not met Andersen's whimsical characters. His

fairy tales have been adapted to stage and screen countless times, most
notably by Disney with the animated films "The Little Mermaid" in 1989 and
"Frozen", which is loosely based on "The Snow Queen", in 2013. Thanks to
Andersen's contribution to children's literature, his birth date, April 2,
is celebrated as International Children's Book Day.
Polk's Crocker-Langley San Francisco City Directory
Jun 29 2020
The Stork Market
Apr 08 2021 An in-depth examination of the corruption in
the adoption industry; the fine line between black and gray market adoption;
scams, coercion and exploitation; international adoption; foster care.
Foreword by Evelyn Robinson, author, MA, Dip Ed, BSW. Myths that prevail in
adoption primarily to replicate motherhood are examined. Myriad of adoption
experts are interviewed and quoted throughout who agree that adoption has
changed from being child-centered and altruistic social arrangement to one
of finding solutions for the medical problem of infertility, putting the
needs of adults, and those who profit from their desperation, before the
needs of children who need homes. The conclusion asks if adoption can be
fixed - the money aspect removed and government controls and regulations put
in place - or abolished in favor of permanent guardianship, or informal
adoption that does not involve the issuance of a falsified birth certificate
present in current adoption to fortify myths of replicating creation. 284
pages 300 footnotes and indexed.
My Boyfriend Bites
Sep 13 2021 Audisee® eBooks with Audio combine
professional narration and sentence highlighting for an engaging read aloud
experience! Vanessa Shingle has a knack for choosing boyfriends who need
fixing—the juvenile delinquent, the school cheat, the slacker....Then she
meets Jean-Paul McClellan—the perfect project! Vanessa is determined to find
out Jean-Paul's story. Why would such a smart hunk waste his life as a
janitor? She drags her best friend Stork on a nighttime mission to learn
more. What she sees makes her blood run cold. Suddenly, Vanessa's little New
Mexico town is overrun by vampires—obnoxious ones at that. And Vanessa seems
to be their target. Is Jean-Paul one of them? If so, why is he being so nice
to her? When he talks about prophecies and legacies and Romania, what's he
really up to? Vanessa finds herself with a real situation to fix—and she
stakes her life on being able to rise to the challenge.
Instructor
Apr 20 2022
The Children of Alsace (Les Oberlés)
Dec 24 2019 DigiCat Publishing
presents to you this special edition of "The Children of Alsace (Les
Oberlés)" by René Bazin. DigiCat Publishing considers every written word to
be a legacy of humankind. Every DigiCat book has been carefully reproduced
for republishing in a new modern format. The books are available in print,
as well as ebooks. DigiCat hopes you will treat this work with the
acknowledgment and passion it deserves as a classic of world literature.
After the Stork
Mar 07 2021 A New Parent's Guide to Taking Charge of
Postpartum Depression Having a baby is one of the most dramatic transitions
you will ever make, both opening you to the greatest love you can experience
and setting in motion a rollercoaster of emotions you never before thought
possible. These feelings are affected significantly by psychological and
social factors-in fact, studies reveal that nearly as many new fathers as
new mothers exhibit symptoms of postpartum depression. Written by a clinical
psychologist specializing in postpartum depression, After the Stork clearly

explains this often misunderstood condition and offers a revolutionary
approach to stopping depression in its tracks. You'll discover powerful
tools for addressing the sleep deprivation, financial tensions, and stress
that can cause depression to take hold, and finally be able to make more
room for experiencing the joy of welcoming a new child into your life.
You'll learn how to: Develop depression-busting habits of thought Reconnect
to your family, friends, and community Reignite an intimate relationship
with your partner Move past guilt and shame and step into your new role as a
great parent
Stories in Stone Paris
Jan 17 2022 The intrigue of death in the City of
Love Paris, city of lights, city of love, city of magic, city of art, city
of death. Around twelve million people call the Paris metropolitan area
home, and millions more call it their permanent home, including upwards of
seven million in the catacombs in the Montparnasse district. The cemeteries
and monuments in Stories in Stone Paris cut across a wide swath of the last
two hundred years of Paris history. With this field guide in hand, discover
the funerary architecture, memorials and symbolism within twenty-eight of
Paris’ notable resting places, including GPS coordinates for many
gravesites. Douglas Keister has authored more than thirty-five critically
acclaimed books. His wealth of books on architecture has earned him the
title “America’s most noted photographer of historic architecture.” His book
Stories in Stone: A Field Guide to Cemetery Symbolism has garnered a number
of glowing reviews. Keister has also authored additional cemetery guides
titled Forever Dixie, Forever L.A., and Stories in Stone New York. He lives
in Chico, California.
Allgemeine Israelitische Allianz Bericht
Apr 27 2020
Flight of the Stork
Oct 02 2020
A Chronology of the Cinema Volume 1 From the pioneers to 1960
This Chronology of the Cinema, of which we propose here the first volume,
aims to retrace the history of the seventh art in the different countries of
the world by chronicling year by year its main events and developments,
starting from the birthdates of the pioneers and inventors who preceded the
Lumière brothers to reach until the year 2015, with the goal to offer the
readers a global perspective on its birth, evolution and diffusion over
time. This first volume covers the period going from 1830 to 1960. The
information presented for each year is divided into thematic sections. The
first one, titled "Personalities", reports the births and the deaths of the
most important persons (directors, art directors, producers, actors, costume
designers, cinematographers, theoreticians, critics, etc.) in the history of
the cinema, together with the positions they covered in their careers.
Across its three volumes, this Chronology offers information on more than
3000 persons. The second section, titled "Movies", lists the most relevant
movies made during the year reporting for each of them the essential details
like: director, English title and original title, genre, producing country,
technology (film and sound), scriptwriter, editor, cinematographer,
production designer/art director, producer, composer, costume designer, makeup artist, special effect artist and actors. Across its three volumes, this
Chronology offers information on more than 3000 films. The third section,
titled "Events", reports the main events in the history of cinema as: the
first screenings and the first movies made in the different countries, the

Dec 16 2021

inventions and technologies that affected and innovated this art, the
creation of production companies, movie archives and other institutions
(cinema schools, censorship offices, festivals), and the publication of the
most important theoretical essays, cinema magazines and artistic manifestos.
The fourth section, titled "Film Awards", reports for each year the winners
of various important awards, divided by categories, at national and
international festivals and events in the different continents to offer a
more articulated point of view on the seventh art across the world. Among
the awards and festivals here considered are: Golden Globe, Academy Awards,
Venice Film Festival, Cannes Festival, BAFTA, Berlin Film Festival, Moscow
Film Festival,Ouagadougou International Film Festival, Tokyo International
Film Festival and the Mar de la Plata Festival.
The Collected Works
Oct 22 2019 Susan Coolidge, pen name of Sarah Chauncey
Woolsey (1835–1905), was an American children's author who is best known for
her Katy Carr Series. The fictional Carr family of this series was modeled
after Woolsey's own family and the protagonist Katy Carr was inspired by
Woolsey herself; while the brothers and sisters "Little Carrs" were modeled
on her four younger siblings. This edition includes: Susan Coolidge
(Biography) Katy Carr Chronicles: What Katy Did What Katy Did at School What
Katy Did Next Clover In the High Valley "Curly Locks" (A Short Story) Other
Novels: A Little Country Girl Eyebright: A Story Short Stories &
Collections: Nine Little Goslings Just Sixteen Not Quite Eighteen A Round
Dozen Who Ate the Pink Sweetmeat? Little Roger's Night in the Church The
Engineer's Story Non-Fiction The Letters of Jane Austen A Short History of
the City of Philadelphia, From Its Foundation to the Present Time Poems:
Verses (Poetry Collection) A Few More Verses Last Verses Five Giving to All,
Thou Gavest As Well to Me Benediction Five Little Buds Grouped Round the
Parent Stem
The Neighbor
Sep 25 2022 You meet someone. It wasn’t planned, you had no
idea that this person existed prior to seeing them for the first time. You
can’t get that person’s face out of your mind, it’s as if they’ve illegally
started squatting in your personal space. You’re compelled to somehow meet
that person again and hopefully make it more than a meeting. You meet again
and a flame is lit. You become captive and start giving more of yourself to
them. A relationship begins to grow and you want to impress upon that person
what kind of person you are and how much you can do for them. Just when you
think things are starting to evolve and have meaning
Mariners Weather Log
Feb 24 2020 November issue includes abridged index to
yearly volume.
The State and the Stork
Feb 06 2021 “A powerful model of how to understand
the complex array of issues that will shape the political economy of
population in the future.”—American Historical Review From the founders’
fears that crowded cities would produce corruption, luxury, and vice to the
zero population growth movement of the late 1960s to today’s widespread
fears of an aging crisis as the Baby Boomers retire, the American population
debate has always concerned much more than racial composition or resource
exhaustion, the aspects of the debate usually emphasized by historians. In
The State and the Stork, Derek Hoff draws on his extraordinary knowledge of
the intersections between population and economic debates throughout
American history to explain the many surprising ways that population

anxieties have provoked unexpected policies and political
developments—including the recent conservative revival. At once a
fascinating history and a revelatory look at the deep origins of a crucial
national conversation, The State and the Stork could not be timelier. “Hoff
has done a real service by bringing to the foreground the economic dimension
of U.S. debates over population size and growth, a topic that has been
relegated to the shadows for too long.”—Population and Development Review
“After decades of failed efforts by the scientific community to alert the
public to the environmental dangers of population growth and overpopulation,
a first-rate historian has finally detailed both the arguments and their
policy implications . . . Everyone interested in population should read The
State and the Stork. This is an incredibly timely book.”—Paul R. Ehrlich,
author of The Population Bomb
Flight of the Storks
May 29 2020 Louis Antioch, a young French scholar,
undertakes a mission at the invitation of wealthy Swiss ornithologist Max
Boehm to trace the twelve-thousand-mile migration of the storks from
northern Europe to Central Africa after the birds mysteriously vanish one
year, but his journey takes on a perilous new focus when Boehm dies of a
heart attack under suspicious circumstances. 15,000 first printing.
Contributions to a Catalogue of the Lenox Library. No. I [ -VII].
2022
Directory of Graduate Research
Aug 20 2019 Faculties, publications and
doctoral theses in departments or divisions of chemistry, chemical
engineering, biochemistry and pharmaceutical and/or medicinal chemistry at
universities in the United States and Canada.
Stormy Weather
Nov 22 2019 At long last, the first serious biography of
entertainment legend Lena Horne -- the celebrated star of film, stage, and
music who became one of the first African-American icons. At the 2001
Academy Awards, Halle Berry thanked Lena Horne for paving the way for her to
become the first black recipient of a Best Actress Oscar. Though limited,
mostly to guest singing appearances in splashy Hollywood musicals, "the
beautiful Lena Horne," as she was often called, became a pioneering star for
African Americans in the 1940s and fifties. Now James Gavin, author of Deep
in a Dream: The Long Night of Chet Baker, draws on a wealth of unmined
material and hundreds of interviews -- one of them with Horne herself -- to
give us the defining portrait of an American icon. Gavin has gotten closer
than any other writer to the celebrity who has lived in reclusion since
1998. Incorporating insights from the likes of Ruby Dee, Tony Bennett,
Diahann Carroll, Arthur Laurents, and several of Horne's fellow chorines
from Harlem's Cotton Club, Stormy Weather offers a fascinating portrait of a
complex, even tragic Horne -- a stunning talent who inspired such giants of
showbiz as Barbra Streisand, Eartha Kitt, and Aretha Franklin, but whose
frustrations with racism, and with tumultuous, root-less childhood, left
wounds too deep to heal. The woman who emerged was as angry as she was
luminous. From the Cotton Club's glory days and the back lots of Hollywood's
biggest studios to the glitzy but bigoted hotels of Las Vegas's heyday, this
behind-the-scenes look at an American icon is as much a story of the limits
of the American dream as it is a masterful, ground-breaking biography.
Das geheime Lächeln
Jan 25 2020 »Ein wunderschöner und poetischer Roman von
großer Intensität.« Sophie Bonnet Als die Journalistin Emilia Lukin bei

May 21

einer Auktion das Gemälde einer jungen Frau entdeckt, meint sie in ihr
eigenes Spiegelbild zu blicken. Kann es sich um ihre Großmutter Sophie
handeln? Um deren extravagantes Künstlerleben im Paris der 1930er-Jahre
ranken sich wilde Gerüchte, Emilias Mutter Pauline aber hüllt sich in
Schweigen. Emilia lässt das traurige Lächeln auf dem Porträt nicht mehr los,
und so folgt sie dessen Spuren in die Provence und nach Paris. Dabei gerät
sie tief in die Geschichte einer leidenschaftlichen Frau, deren Leben auf
geheimnisvolle Weise mit ihrem verknüpft ist.
Klockhaus' kaufmännisches Handels- und Gewerbe-Adressbuch des Deutschen
Reichs Feb 18 2022
The Stork Club Cookbook and Bar Book
Jan 05 2021 In its heyday, The Stork
Club was the "place to be seen" among New York's glitterati. Gossip
columnist Walter Winchell held the corner table, recording the comings and
goings of the brightest stars of stage and screen—including Lauren Bacall,
Bette Davis, and Ralph Bellamy—along with shining literary lions—from Ernest
Hemingway to Dashiell Hamett and Anita Loos—to politicians and
bigwigs—including regulars like J. Edgar Hoover. And the Club's host—Sherman
Billingsley—became famous for keeping the fun going to the early hours of
the morning. The Stork Club Cookbook and Bar Book brings back these two
classic works along with Shermane Billingsley's own "How to Throw a Stork
Club Party" and her memories of her father's nightclub. Long unavailable in
print, and never gathered together before, the entire suite of classic works
is introduced with a brief history of the Stork Club by Broadway historian
Ken Bloom. You'll be able to follow in the culinary footsteps of major stars
while you enjoy Quail à la Jane Russell and Eggs Eva Gabor that you can whip
up in your own kitchen. You'll tipple along with your favorite bar-hoppers,
enjoying drinks like Nelson Eddy's Alexander the Great and Ralph Bellamy's
Scotch Sour right in your own living room!
Josephine Baker in Art and Life
Jun 10 2021 Josephine Baker (1906-1975) was
a dancer, singer, actress, author, politician, militant, and philanthropist,
whose images and cultural legacy have survived beyond the hundredth
anniversary of her birth. Neither an exercise in postmodern deconstruction
nor simple biography, Josephine Baker in Art and Life presents a critical
cultural study of the life and art of the Franco-American performer whose
appearances as the savage dancer Fatou shocked the world. Although the study
remains firmly anchored in Josephine Baker's life and times, presenting and
challenging carefully researched biographical facts, it also offers in-depth
analyses of the images that she constructed and advanced. Bennetta JulesRosette explores Baker's far-ranging and dynamic career from a sociological
and cultural perspective, using the tools of sociosemiotics to excavate the
narratives, images, and representations that trace the story of her life and
fit together as a cultural production.
The Fox and the Stork, and Other Fables
Mar 19 2022
Artikel V der Dienst-Ordnung. Dramatisches Genrebild in 3 Aufz
Oct 14 2021
Transit News
Nov 03 2020
Contributions to a catalogue of the Lenox library
Jun 22 2022
Flight Of The Storks
Oct 26 2022 A journey to the green inferno of the
African jungle brings one man face to face with his macabre past. Every year
the storks would set off on their astounding 12,000-mile migration from
Northern Europe to the remote Central African Republic. One year,

inexplicably, puzzling numbers of them fail to return. At the invitation of
a Swiss ornithologist, Louis Antioch agrees to investigate the mystery of
the birds' disappearance. Before he can set off on his quest, however, his
patron is found dead in bizarre circumstances. Jean-Christophe Grang-'s
uncompromising narrative develops at a nightmare pace from a Bulgarian gypsy
encampment to a kibbutz in the Occupied Territories, to the African jungle,
to Calcutta, where an appalling and gruesome truth emerges: the end of a
mission that began with the Flight of the StorksA Round Dozen
Mar 27 2020
The Flight of the Stork
Jul 31 2020
History of Modern Design
Sep 20 2019 An exploration of the parallel
development of product and graphic design from the 18th century to the 21st.
The effects of mass production and consumption, man-made industrial
materials and extended lines of communication are also discussed.
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